THE RIGHT PRODUCTS FOR THE RIGHT APPLICATION

Wolseley Industrial Group services refinery, oil and gas end users in pipeline gathering systems, engineering companies and fabricators. We offer an extensive variety of commodity and specialty pipe, valves, fittings and flanges in carbon, stainless, nickel and exotic alloys, as well as manual and automated valves and supply chain services. As a trusted supplier, our unrivaled quality is the greatest value we provide our customer.

Quality People
Our knowledgeable and quality focused associates strengthen our ability to partner with customers, offering detailed product knowledge, problem solving solutions and cost-saving opportunities.

Quality Products
With our AML, customers know they can trust our qualified suppliers to provide products that not only conform to industry standards but those of Wolseley Industrial Group as well.

Quality Processes
We are committed to getting it right the first time, every time. Our quality processes, implemented throughout our organization, minimize the potential risk of re-work and costly delays, providing our customers with an unrivaled experience.

DISCOVER YOUR PVF SOLUTION.
VISIT WOLSELEYIND.COM TO LEARN MORE.
MID-STREAM

Our goal is to provide customers with high-quality PVF, valve and automation products engineered for use in natural gas and crude oil applications, as well as produced and fresh water applications. The services and products we provide support:

- Gathering and transmission lines
- Compressor stations
- Offloading / onloading tankers
- Interstate and intrastate pipelines
- Salt water disposals
- Tank batteries
- Launcher and receiver lines
- Storage / terminal facilities

ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY

Enhanced oil recovery projects utilize specialty valves, seats and seals to handle high pressure applications in CO2 injection and production processes:

- Trunnion mounted ball valves
- Floating ball valves
- Gate, globe and check valves
- Needle and gauge valves
- Choke valves
- Heavy wall stainless pipe and fittings up to schedule XXH
- Internal / external coated CS FBE pipe
- RF & RTJ flanges up to 2500#

REFINING

Our extensive inventory of specialty products keep our refining customers operating at peak performance even in high pressure, severe temperature and corrosive environments.

HF Alkylation

Delivering high-quality services and products is our main focus. Every material traceability report and chemistry element specifications are checked to our customer’s needs are met.

Turnaround Services

With our extensive experience, we offer a comprehensive approach to turnaround services. We provide dedicated project management teams to:

- Planned, VMI and discovered work solutions
- Source and procure materials
- Manage inventory (on/off-site)
- Coordinate 24/7 on-site personnel
- Jobsite trailers
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

We are a premier distributor of high-yield to low-temperature line pipe and MRO products in the oil, gas and refining marketplace. Our accredited Quality assurance program ensures quality across our products.

Pipe
- Carbon steel (welded and seamless)
- Stainless steel (welded and seamless)
- Alloys (nickel & exotic)
- HDPE
- Fiberglass

Fittings/Flanges
- Carbon steel
- Stainless steel
- High-yield
- Stub bolts and gaskets

Valves
- Trunnion mounted ball
- Floating ball
- Gate, Globe & Check
- Plug
- Needle
- Engineered – cryogenic, expanding plug, knife gate, rising stem ball, triple offset

Automation
- Pneumatic
- Electric
- Hydraulic
VALVE AND AUTOMATION

For projects of any size, Wolseley Industrial Group is a total solution for manual and automated valves. Our experienced technicians, cutting edge facilities, extensive inventory and high-quality standards allow us to offer:

- CAD drawings
- Valve assembly and modifications
- Technical support
- Valve diagnostics and testing
- Project management

Traceability & Documentation

Our accredited ISO 9001:2015 facilities consistently operate according to our high-quality standards, which ensure valve assemblies are documented, photographed, tagged and stored in our central database.

Product Availability

We anticipate customer needs and deliver solutions quickly using our nationwide network of locations and valve automation centers.

HDPE

Wolseley Industrial Group is a leader in the HDPE business. Our equipment, field technicians and facilities are located throughout the nation, ensuring our ability to provide high-quality HDPE pipe, fittings and equipment regardless of customer location.

Fabricated and Molded Fittings

We supply and build 1/2”– 65” standard or custom fabricated fittings that meet AWWA and Factory Mutual (FM) standards.

Fusion Equipment

We offer equipment sales, rentals and repair of machines. Our factory certified technicians can assist on-site with training, fabrication and installation.
PIPELINE LOCATING MATERIALS

Avoid the problem of costly dig-ins to locate buried, non-metallic cables and pipelines with our tracer wire and detectable underground tape.

Copperhead Tracer Wire
Wire selection is a critical decision for long-term reliability. Copperhead copper-steel provides superior strength and durability.

Copperhead Locking Connectors
Solid connections are critical for allowing the locate signal to continue. Using the right connector for the right application can make a difference.

Detector Tape
Printed on double laminated aluminum foil tape on standard APWA colors.

Colors available: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple.
MRO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

From customers large and small, Wolseley Industrial Group is a complete source for supply chain services, industrial-grade supplies and safety products. We bring visibility to the supply chain to drive shorter lead times, streamline operations and improve productivity.

Inventory Management Solutions
A suite of signature services help guide companies in their journey toward operational excellence.

- Procurement services
- Distribution services
- Spare parts management
- Tool management
- Inventory replenishment
- Storeroom management
- Content management
- Data analytics

Industrial Supplies
A vast selection of MRO supplies help keep our customer’s operations running smoothly and safely, and include product categories such as:

- Abrasives
- Adhesives
- Cutting tools
- Lubricants
- Material handling
- Packaging
- Paper and janitorial
- Safety products
- Test and measurement
- Tools